LET'S GO TO BRUXELLES ON THE 19TH. 7. 08
SOLIDARITY IS OUR ARME!
Dear Comrades
The strong solidarity work in connection with the attempt by the Belgian and
international repression to attack the Red Aid Belgium and the Red Aid
International in their construction process has begun to bear fruit:
* They were forced to release on condition 3 of the four and one prisoners,
although not dropping the arrest warrant. Many friends, relatives and comrades
with flags and banners awaited them. The different bourgeois medias were
present and had to film the warm welcome the prisoners with raised fists got
as they left the different prisons.
* Jean-François is still on hunger strike. At the arraignment the prosecutor had
to take a step back and declare that it is in fact not illegal to visit Red Aid
meetings!! Only the contact to Bertrand Sassoye, with whom he served years
in prison together with, was not allowed. J-F is still on hunger strike! Our
solidarity is especially there for him.
* In the bourgeois media the mood is slowly but surely swinging to the
advantage of our comrades: the new anti-terror law and the first real use of it is
being put into question… The pressure is growing on the prosecutor…
* In Belgium the Red Aid has been strengthened by their answer to the
attackers, numerous solidarity groups have been formed, relatives meet every
day in the pub where Bertrand worked after taking their children to school or to
the nursery, Bertrands employer is organizing an exhibition in the pub, his
publisher is propagating his books in the daily newspapers etc. etc.
* The international solidarity is enormous. From Italy, Germany, France and
Switzerland more and more news is coming in of solidarity actions and
solidarity messages… This is another clear sign: the international counter
revolution is advancing in the area of prevention, but true to dialectics we are
mobilizing and organizing as well. The present mobilization capability sends a
clear sign: the initiative of the international agitating counter revolution can be
stopped and comrades can be freed from their claws or better conditions can
be won.
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On Saturday, 19th of July Red Aid International, together with Red Aid Belgium
is organizing an international demonstration in front of the prison in Brussels.
Come in numbers, send solidarity messages or show your solidarity in other
ways…
Show your interest if you think it right:
info@rhi-sri.org

we will organize sleeping places or will make sure your solidarity will be
spoken of at the demonstration on the 19th of July in Brussels…
Write post cards to Bertrand and Jean-François and send them flyers, posters
etc.:
Jean-François Legros, Prison de Verviers, 81, Ch. de Heusy, B-4800 Verviers
Bertrand Sassoye, Prison de Forest, Avenue de la Jonction 52, B-1190
Bruxelles

www.rhi-sri.org,

www.secoursrouge.org
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